


document design and 
creating a campaign



document design is 
political. 







Simon Denny

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZW9aODjskU




documents are 
designed to speak to 
you.



Questions to ask
1. Who is your target audience? (everyone cannot be an answer here)
2. Are there more men or women? (find statistics)
3. How old are they? (children, teens, adults, seniors)
4. Where do they live? (city or town, state, country)
5. What is their income level? (wealthy, upper, middle, low, poverty)
6. What is their education level? (less than high school, high school, four- or two-year college, 
masters or doctoral level)
7. What is their knowledge level? (use and sophistication with the product, service, or idea)
8. How are they different from you? (specifically)
9. How are they similar to you? (specifically)
10. What is their attitude toward the product or service? (how they feel so far)
11. What is their background in relationship to the topic. (what they have experienced so far)
12. What are their values? (ethical stance in society)
13. What are their tastes? (refined, middle class, or subsistence)
14. How do they spend their leisure time? (introverted or extroverted)
15. What do they read? (magazines, books, newspapers, websites, blogs)
16. What makes them unique? (special features of the group)
17. When can you get their attention the easiest? (time of day, environment, month)
18. Where will they read or interact with the communication piece? (format and media)
19. What effect do you want to have on them? (what feelings should they have).

Everyone’s Guide to Successful Publications, Elizabeth Adler (1993)



Social Media and ‘Personas’

From a marketing and advertising perspective, social media is valuable because it allows you to 
“nanotarget” individuals based upon highly defined criteria such as their jobs, interests, employers, 
marital status, education, gender, and age. (DiMarco, 191).

“Michael Leis […], Senior Vice President of Social Strategy at Digitas Health Lifebrands, […] 
recommends getting to know subcultures on social media “through the kind of artifacts they leave 
behind,” such as their profile photos, how users are connected to one another, what they are talking 
about beyond your subject matter, and how they are using technology.” (DiMarco 192)

“Streetwear has a dirty name now because people feel it’s been co-opted by a consumer who may not 
know the history behind it,” said Carvalho. “Picking up a sneaker for them is just an opportunity to resell it 
and make some cash.” (The sneaker resale market alone is said to be worth $1 billion.)

A lot of these so-called streetwear companies may be hesitant to court that uneducated consumer and 
have them representing their brand, Carvalho said.

https://digiday.com/marketing/brands-run-association-streetwear-backlash-begun/

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/sneaker-resale-apps-fuel-1b-industry/
https://digiday.com/marketing/brands-run-association-streetwear-backlash-begun/


1. Innovators: successful, sophisticated, and active with high self-esteem
2. Experiencers: self-expressive, young rebellious excitement seekers
3. Strivers: motivated to receive self-definition and approval from others
4. Thinkers: mature, well-educated professionals
5. Achievers: goal oriented, in control, and value respect
6. Believers: conservative, deep moral codes, with modest education and income
7. Makers: suspicious of innovation and physical possessions are not impressive
8. Survivors: narrowly focused, cautious consumers

(Drewniany and Jewler, 2011).



documents are 
precision objects.



GOALS What are the project communication goals? Are you trying to: persuade, inform, educate, or 
entertain, or a combination of some? 

AUDIENCE Who is the target audience? Who are they descriptively and in what assumed scenarios
are they receiving this communication?

CONCEPT What is the big idea that connects the goals and audience? What are the words that hit 
the target audience in the emotional center?

MESSAGE What is the unique selling proposition that influences the audience?What are the 
taglines, copy, and headlines that may have resonance?

IMAGE What images present a magnetic attraction to the audience, and communicate the message 
clearly? What visual puns can captivate the audience with clever, intelligent, clear ideas that lead to 
action?

STYLE What visual framework fits here? What is the graphic style? Should the work incorporate 
features of a time, environment, or contemporary visual approach?

THEME What is the story that drives the message? If your communication told a short story, what 
would it be?

(DiMarco, 85)



pop culture is on 
purpose.



Chevy

overview

Heineken

narrative thread

https://vimeo.com/230614333
https://hollywoodbranded.com/what-is-product-placement/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0K-7_9opBdc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dxsc3MA-0V8


brands are people like 
us.



skype brand voice

virgin australia voice

ikea brand voice

https://downloads.skype.com/share/blogskin/press/skype_brandbook.pdf
https://www.virginmobile.com.au/Global/virgin-mobile/static/images/style-guide/pdf/ViginMobileTone-of-Voice.pdf
http://marketing-so.ikea.com.kw/bp30/update-yourself/IKEA%20Tone%20of%20voice%202016.pdf














netflix twitter

netflix instagram

airbnb experiences
airbnb experiences pt 2

https://twitter.com/Netflix
https://www.instagram.com/p/BwscfzLHcDj/
https://twitter.com/Airbnb/status/1096094119800143872
https://www.instagram.com/p/BvuOz2XH6OR/












advertorial

noun
1. a newspaper or magazine advertisement giving information about a product in the style of an editorial or objective journalistic 

article.

les mills

https://www.lesmills.co.nz/featured/exercise/music.-mind-and-muscle-how-it-works/

